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Partner Integration: RuleGate® and IQRisk® Rep List
Operationalize Threat Intelligence in Real-Time
Emerging Threats, a world-leading provider of commercial and
open source threat intelligence, integrates their
comprehensive IQRisk® Rep List into Centripetal Networks’
high-performance RuleGate® appliance. Centripetal leverages
IQRisk Rep List to dynamically block malicious IP addresses
and threat indicators using the RuleGate, allowing for real-time
network protection without any degradation in performance.

Actionable Threat Intelligence
IQRisk Rep List, one the the world’s largest actionable IP and
Domain reputation lists, is based on Emerging Threat’s extensive
data collection and analysis and contains over 40 categories of
reputation. With the RuleGate, enterprises no longer have to
choose only a small subset of threat intelligence to act upon. All
of the advanced IQRisk threat data can be used to strengthen an
enterprise’s network defenses.

Scalable Cyber Security
RuleGate inspects every packet entering or exiting the network to
provide unparalled visibility and control. This offers analysts full
visibility into which hosts are communicating from inside the
network to specific hosts outside the network in real-time.

Risk-Based Alerting

Highlights

 CONTEXTUAL UNDERSTANDING

In-depth correlated threat intelligence provides
evidence required for a complete understanding of the
nature of specific threats

 DETECT THREATS IN REAL-TIME

Ability to block, alert, or allow cyber threats in real-time
to prevent data theft on the network before it occurs

 ULTRA LOW LATENCY

With latency less than 10 microseconds, there is no
noticeable loss of networking performance or user
experience

 CONFIDENCE SCORING

IQRisk Rep List scores each entry with a confidence
score ranging from 0 to 127 to effectively enforce a
robust security policy using FWs, IDPSs, and SIEM
devices

In addition to the IQRisk Rep List, Centripetal Networks has also
licensed Emerging Threats’ IQRisk Query, a web-based threat
intelligence portal and API that provides easy access to the
largest and most comprehensive threat intelligence database
with up to 4 years of historical and contextual threat data.

 EMAIL: SERVICES@CENTRIPETALNETWORKS.COM

 PHONE: +1.571.252.5080

RuleGate uses IQRisk Query to enable security operations teams
to triage threats in real time with risk-based alerting.
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IQRisk Rep List contains a daily average of 500,000 malicious IP

and trusted up-to-the-minute data to customers using our

addresses and domains that allows users to take proactive

combined solution. RuleGate’s breakthrough performance

measures to block these threats and make informed decisions.

enables the use of millions of threat indicators, enabling

All of the threat intelligence data in Emerging Threats’ products

organizations to operationalize all of the IQRisk Rep List and

and solutions are gathered through global resources that are

IQRisk Query data. This provides full visibilty into threats on the

exclusively collected and managed by Emerging Threats and are

network, preventing theft before it occurs.

updated hourly. This enables the proactive delivery of accurate
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